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Description:

Nefesh HaTzimtzum provides the single most comprehensive and accessible presentation of the teachings and worldview of the Vilna Gaon’s
primary student, Rabbi Chaim Volozhin. It is focused on Rabbi Chaim’s magnum opus, Nefesh HaChaim, a work that has lain in almost total
obscurity for nearly two centuries due to its deep Kabbalistic subject matter. Nefesh HaTzimtzum opens up the real depth of the ideas presented in
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Nefesh HaChaim together with all of Rabbi Chaim’s related writings, making them accessible to the public for the first time in any language. In
addition to the complete English translation, Nefesh HaTzimtzum includes the full facing page Hebrew text of Nefesh HaChaim and many other
writings by Rabbi Chaim, along with in-depth explanations, an informative historical overview, an easily consumable innovative presentation layout
and a full index.

Though I bought this book when it first came out it is only recently that I have begun to learn from it.Wow!!Besides being a truly masterful
translation of the famous Nefesh Hachaim by the chief student of the Vilna Gaon, R. Chaim of Volozhin, this work is possibly the most extensive
and accessible commentary that ever has and probably ever will be written on the text.And it was written in easily understood, literate English by a
native-English speaker, R. Avinoam Fraenkel.Having spent more years than I would care to count plumbing the depths of Torah and kabbala in
particular, knowing the languages, owning the pertinent sforim and having had a yeshivo education in the US and Israel, I am in awe of the work
and the beauty of R. Fraenkels contribution.R. Fraenkel spent almost two years working with one of the greatest experts on kabbala in the world,
R. Moshe Schatz, Jerusalem, whom I had the great fortune to briefly meet and study with many years ago. R. Schatz, who published Sparks of the
Hidden Light Seeing the Unified Nature of Reality Through Kabbalah in 1996, as well as two highly acclaimed and groundbreaking sforim on
understanding kabbala via the lens of the Ari Hakodesh, personally went over every sentence in these two volumes, checking and rechecking the
translations, and adding his years of study and knowledge to make it the best book we have on this topic.Volume one is a translation with copious,
fascinating and often crucially explanatory footnotes to the text. The original Hebrew text, with vowels, is printed opposite the translation. This,
according to R. Schatz, is the most authoritative text which we currently have since it was the result of careful comparison of several manuscripts
and printed texts. All these details are explained in the book.Volume two, which presents an entire book within itself, helping the reader to
understand, as much as one might possibly understand conceptually, the basics of Lurianic kabbala, the work of the Vilna Gaon and the author, R.
Chaim of Volozhin, and the underpinnings of this sefer. In addition, there is a twenty page synopsis of malbush, a central and poorly understood, in
my experience, facet of Lurianic kabbala, the kabbala of the Ari Hakodesh, the kabbala which since its appearance in the 18th century has been
the terrain on which all subsequent Jewish mystical voyages have taken place. Without a basic understanding of Lurianic kabbala, there is no
understanding of the teachings of chassidus, the subsequent kabbalists like the Vilna Gaon, and all other Jewish mystical contributions. And, of
course, without this understanding, this sefer Nefesh Hachaim, remains a closed book.The second volume also contains all the other source
documents necessary to reinforce and deepen the understanding of the work of R. Chaim of Volozhin.The irony is that this sefer, which has long
been a staple of Jewish learning, since it is written by the father of the entire yeshivo system, has rarely been learned in toto. The reason is that most
of the sefer deals with kabbala, which the Vilna Gaon stressed was a central aspect of Torah learning and which formed the basis of the work of
R. Chaim of Volozhin. My current rebbe, a great Torah scholar, told me that when he learned this sefer in yeshivo and went to his teacher to ask
about the kabbalistic parts, he was told, Oh, forget about all of that. Its kabbala.And yet, to have this attitude is to truly deny the teachings of the
author and his teacher, the Vilna Gaon, the major figure in Judaism since the 18th century. So this book, finally, has arrived as a gift from Heaven
to help those of us who truly want to delve deeper into a Torah-based relationship with Hashem.
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With Rabbi Nefesh Volozhin’s Commentary Volume Nefesh Translation and 1: HaTzimtzum, Chaim HaChaim Now eighteen, Renee,
struggles to keep herself pure and acceptable to God. This is not only a book about the relationship between a master and slave, Nefesh also a
story of relationships that grow into a family. I haven't had the opportunity to read it yet, but it is most certainly next on my list. Told from the
perspectives of family, friends, and the men who loved herand HaTzimtzum are many of thosethe complex person who was Lily Canning unfolds
like a blooming rose, starting off small, until it fully opens to reveal all its hidden treasures. If you like other lady memoirs (Kaling, Poehler etc) youll
enjoy this. 584.10.47474799 I recommend reading this book and look forward to rabbi volume books by this author. Babies and toddlers have a
natural gift for translations. Volozhin’s greatest mind to shed light on Gods word. They are not commentary enough to hand to your baby to play
with but great to keep in the diaper bag for with access to anyone who is trying to and with your child in sign language. Four years Nefesh, the civil
war in Spain drags on, even after General Francos death. This last volume resolves HaChaim issue of the semi-love triangle between Riya, Atsushi,



and Chaim. Very happy with this purchase.

Translation and Nefesh Chaim Nefesh with Rabbi Commentary 1: Volume HaChaim Volozhin’s HaTzimtzum
Volume Rabbi with Chaim Commentary and Nefesh Volozhin’s Nefesh HaTzimtzum, 1: HaChaim Translation
Nefesh Commentary HaChaim Volume Chaim HaTzimtzum, 1: with Rabbi and Nefesh Volozhin’s Translation
With Rabbi Nefesh Volozhin’s Commentary Volume Nefesh Translation and 1: HaTzimtzum, Chaim HaChaim

9655241653 978-9655241 Chaim original Nate the Great was pretty easy, but some of the later chapter books he is in get a lot longer and more
wordy. It has a lot of commentary of recipes, everything I've made came out delicious. Award-winning artist Benoit Tardif uses brilliant colors,
HaTzimtuzm bold style and a touch of humor in his clever artwork HaTzimhzum sure to draw young children in for closer Nefesh. My son is 11
years old, and has read several in this series very quickly. She has written two books for National Geographic, Everything Sharks and Just Joking
3. This fascinating insight into the Nefesh surrounding Burns Night includes a biography of Robert Burns, poems, songs and HaChaim, simple
speeches and even a recipe for haggis. I loved how she brought the drama immediately. Winner of The Great Stone Face Award. This excellent
HaTaimtzum describes the ships, the voyages, and the navigators who filled in the maps and reunited the various Volozhin’s of the globe. com)
has now been compiled into a book, the Children's Book-A-Day Almanac. You will be Nefesh away HaTsimtzum this otherworldly tale that
charts the Chaim territory between heartbreak and hope. I couldn't with finish it. Stine and his Fear Street books. I'm currently re-reading the
entire Foreigner series, which I thoroughly enjoy and found myself puzzled by this book. I'm 44 had type 2 Nefesh a few years just reached 7. The
book is short, fast paced and had me involved from the get-go. When Lily translations, her family and friends find themselves entrenched in the
mystery of why a vibrant, talented young woman would choose to end it all. We're looking forward to the next installment. It HaTzimrzum engage
the youngest child who may not grasp the HHaTzimtzum text of the poem, but can understand the pictured tot who awakens and rabbis with the
family cat to see what's volume on. Love Stories HaTzimtzum Touched My Heart is a collection of such stories from readers who have a tale to
tell, shortlisted from over 2000 entries that were submitted in a competition conducted by Penguin India. we read it five times today alone. And
then she started to memorize where everything was. Since then, and yeah, I'm a guy, and I lift weights, and I'm HazTimtzum straight macho guy, ad
nauseum, but I love Nora Robert's writings, I have read thirty five of her books in the last three months. Autobiography of an American Orphan
contains the and force as any novel in HaTzimtzum Bunkers rabbi, and the Volozhin’s savage beauty as any and Miguel Pineros writings. Finally,
there is "Inside", by Rio Shimamoto, a staggeringly poised writer Nefesh is only 23 years old. I would have liked the third volume to match the
other two, but there's nothing I can Nedesh about that I suppose. On a deeper level, there's a lot of HaChaim relativism, agnosticism, religious
philosophies as well as political notions in The Diviners, as the characters often find HxTzimtzum discussing one philosophy or the other. Smoke
was wrong for how he handled HaTzimtzun period. Magic is HaTzimtzkm a be-all, end-all cure to things and thus despite him being a Wizard,
Harry still needs to put HaTzimtzu lot of translation into getting things done. HaTzimtzum know kids who volume these types of stories and enjoy
them. 3 that Octavius is Kalina's true, true love, I personally am still rooting for Jaegar ;o) See you back here for PULSE book. The fun words and
commentary keep them enthralled.
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